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Entrepreneurship/Sustainability Award 2014 sponsored by Turcan Connell  

Winners – Sloans Bar and Restaurant & NOISE Opera 

 

Sloans Bar & Restaurant and NOISE Opera is a mutually beneficial partnership bringing NOISE Opera to new 

audiences and new customers to Sloans Bar and Restaurant. By becoming NOISE Opera’s business partner, 

Sloans Bar and Restaurant has provided a sustainable, commercial future for NOISE Opera which is an exciting 

arts company dedicated to providing opera in new and exciting places. This is a valuable and priceless 

exchange of business expertise to an arts organisation: a true partnership. For Sloans, this new partnership with 

NOISE Opera means that new audiences are being introduced, not only to NOISE Opera, but also to Sloans Bar 

and Restaurant, therefore making it a shared experience.  

 

In this case study, Rosenna East from NOISE Opera will elaborate on the partnership of Sloans Bar and 

Restaurant and NOISE Opera, and the positive impacts that it is had on both partners and on the audiences of 

the project. 

 

Project Story 

 

The Sloans Project Opera:  

Premiering as part of the Merchant City Festival 2011, “The Sloans Project” – an inspiring new opera by Gareth 

Williams – won great acclaim from audiences, press and media. Since then, it has been revived by NOISE 

numerous times, in Canada, Glasgow, Aberdeen and Edinburgh. It was selected by Creative Scotland to be part 

of its ‘Made in Scotland’ Edinburgh Festival showcase during August 2013.  BBC news, The Herald Scotland, 

The Times and The Scotsman have all reported on this ground-breaking piece of music theatre; an opera that 

fuses the line between audience as spectator and participant. 

 

The opera was created in its home - the vibrant venue of Sloans Bar and Restaurant, Glasgow’s oldest pub, 

situated in the heart of the city centre and set over three sumptuous floors. Sloans has played host to many 

weddings, birthdays, christenings, ceilidhs and wakes.  Taking this rich history of life experience, Gareth 

Williams and librettist David Brock, decided to base an opera upon these stories.  

 

Their tale of life’s cycles of love, marriage, birth and death, which forms the plot of the Sloans Opera, was based 

upon letters sent in by the public, for whom Sloans has played an important role at key moments in their lives. 

This opera belongs to the people of Glasgow as it is THEIR story. Members of the public, for whom Sloans is 

part of their personal history, also contributed their stories in interviews, and these personal stories became part 
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of the performance.  From the first sound of glasses ringing the opening chord of the opera to the last heart 

wrenching scene, the audience, transfixed, travel through each room of the pub as the stories unfold. 

 

The Partnership: 

With the continuing success of the Sloans Project, celebrated for its success in bringing a popular new opera to 

a new audience, Creative Scotland selected NOISE Opera to feature as part of their Made in Scotland showcase 

for the Edinburgh Fringe in August 2013. The business partners (Stephen White and Oli Norman) and owners 

of Sloans Bar and Restaurant were so thrilled with this opportunity to take the name and project now associated 

with their pub to the heart of Edinburgh, that they offered cash sponsorship towards the August 2013 

production, on the condition that the opera also received a further showings at Sloans Bar in Glasgow.   

 

Further to this, they continued to support the opera company by donating in-kind sponsorship in the form of 

rehearsal space at Sloans itself. They also placed the resources of their other businesses (Itison ticketing and 

Dada PR) at the disposal of NOISE Opera, amounting to further invaluable in-kind sponsorship. Throughout our 

August 2013 Glasgow shows and Edinburgh showcase, NOISE were supported with strong ticket sales via 

Itison, as well as free design, creation and printing of all our PR materials via Dada PR. 

 

This fantastic multi-business support has evolved to the point where Sloans Bar will support annual 

performances of Sloans the Opera at their pub.  This is in keeping with their vision of Sloans as a historic and 

diverse 'Palace of Entertainments' which reaches deep into their local community, as well as touching the lives 

of Glasgow's many tourists, drawn to this famous venue. In NOISE's interest, Sloans Bar would like, as a result 

of this annual show, to establish NOISE Opera on a sound commercial footing. 

 

Arts/cultural organisation story 

NOISE Opera would not exist without Sloans Bar. It is the origin and inspiration for our first opera. It is equally 

true to say that our arts company wouldn't exist now without the financial, in-kind and business support of the 

Sloans businesses. 

 

We make extensive use of Sloans’ venue spaces, which are donated to us as in-kind sponsorship. We hold all 

our rehearsals for either Sloans Project shows or Shetland Project development workshops at Sloans Bar; we 

hold our Board meetings in their Ballroom; launched our new friends of NOISE Opera scheme (Noisy Angels) in 

the beautiful first floor rooms of Sloans; and held planning meetings for our sub-committee organising the 2014 

shows and fundraising events at Sloans.  
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Our public shows are advertised via Dada PR (under the same owners as Sloans Bar), in print and on radio, and 

use of this company is donated to us as in kind sponsorship. Our posters, flyers and promotional packs are 

designed, printed and donated to us from Dada PR. Our tickets are sold and, most importantly, sold out, via 

Itison ticketing company, also belonging to the owners of Sloans Bar. 

 

As an arts organisation working with a historic and vibrant venue like Sloans we have reached a new audience, 

a large majority of which have never seen any opera before, but who are drawn to the experience this for the 

first time because of its location. 

 

During our planning meetings with Sloans Bar partners and management and Dada PR, NOISE representatives 

have benefitted hugely from one to one commercial advice, social media knowledge and internet marketing 

expertise. 

 

Business story 

Stephen White, one of the owners of Sloans Bar, has repeatedly stated that he was 'blown away' by his first 

experience of NOISE Opera's show in his bar. It is impossible to put a price on these life-changing experiences, 

and Stephen has thrown himself into supporting NOISE as a commercial enterprise, and extending this mind-

blowing opera experience to his wider community.  He has done this to the mutual benefit of NOISE and Sloans 

Bar.  

 

Sloans is celebrated through the opera as a historic cultural treasure of central Glasgow. Having an opera 

associated with the premises, one that belongs to the building enriches that space. It becomes more and more a 

palace of entertainments. Touring the Opera around Scotland and to Edinburgh takes the name of the Sloans 

business to a far wider audience than they would otherwise be able to reach, and places Sloans in the category 

of a new arts venue for Scotland. Press interest has been notable. 

 

The legacy of this partnership is exponential. Sloans the venue is enriched, new audiences are brought to their 

door, cash takings at their bar rise during opera performances, and the name is taken out around Scotland and 

beyond. NOISE Opera is established on a viable commercial footing with multi-faceted support from the Sloans 

business partners, reaches new audiences, and celebrates its beautiful home 

 

Audience/people/community story 

The majority of NOISE Opera audiences have never seen opera before. When we perform in the Sloans bar, they 

are helping NOISE create a new audience for opera. 
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The lasting outcome of this partnership is the sustainable commercial future of a small arts company dedicated 

to producing new opera in exciting new places, and a vibrant and priceless exchange of business expertise from 

the business sector to the arts sector. In return, the business sector and wider public are enriched by fantastic 

artistic experience. 

 

 

 


